






 

Hi there!

I grew up in very different surroundings than you probably did.

I know what it’s like to live without running water or electricity, to 
bathe with wild animals, to dig shrapnel out of my brother’s back while his 
screams deafened me for two days, to be in an underground prison because 
my cousin refused to hand over a television we spent weeks repairing -

But I got lucky.

I was born in America.

Nothing I went through was “tough” compared to the way most of the 
world lives.  I won what Bill Gates calls the “Sperm Lottery”.  If my 
background has taught me one thing, it’s this:

I don’t deserve the opportunity I’ve been given - I don’t deserve America.
 
It seems like just yesterday I was a broke kid selling insurance door to 

door, then it was telemarketing, then it was day trading, then it was real 
estate - eventually I was taught the one most lucrative skill that almost 
nobody in the world knows:

How to grow a company... any company.

After making a few bucks and the blessed with the best friends in the 
world - in reverse order - I made it a priority to make sure that other people 
got the same opportunity that I was {undeservedly} given.

That’s what WBE is all about; providing the ladder.

These Chronicles are an unreal testament to that, the effort, passion 
and general Badassery in the following pages is one of the most inspiring 
things I’ve ever seen.

I think you’ll agree.

Thanks so much to the Builders, The Kids, to all our supporters and to you!

- Azam 



“Hi I’m Andi Bee and this page is changing the world so if you've ever wanted to be that change that you want 
to see in the world then you're going to love this page.  Let me explain; so you can read the intro get a better 
understanding of what WBE (or WeBuildEmpires) is all about.

I'm an understudy at WBE and right now in this Episode I'm going to explain two of our Public Service Projects; one is 
the is Goodwill Experiments Model (or the GXM) the other is the Smile Studies (or the SS).

These ideas are based on the same concepts that we have used to take companies from zero to 100M and beyond, how 

we've leveraged interests in over 300 companies in more than 19 countries and the secret behind our $800 billion 
dollar royal family testimonial.

First we'll talk about the GXM.  Imagine Jack, Jill, John and Jane each have four separate businesses.  Given the 
statistics they will probably never grow their companies very well, and chances are they will fail miserably and it's only a 
matter of time before they go belly up. 

We all know that business, commerce and capitalism are the driving forces behind any economy so they need help but 
often they don't know where to start or where to look.  

At WBE our goal is provide the opportunity to the world, what people do with it is up to them but after working 
with us, nobody is allowed to say they never got their chance to get in the 1% and get better and helping others get 
there too.So every month Builders are given a new GXM challenge and then they spend one hour a week helping 
strangers grow their companies based on the challenge for that month.  So in this example Jack, Jill John and Jane 
would each get a full hour of a Builder's time as the Builder helps them grow their company.  

The Builder does this totally for FREE, they share their time, energy and brilliance on their dime - completely FREE to 
the business owners.

Then we measure the ripple effect that this act of Goodwill or generosity has over 30 days.  When a Builder helps a 

business and animates the owners and staff with the WBE Goodwill spirit we expect them to ”Forward the 
Favor” - so the energy becomes viral - and the ripple effect has a larger and larger universal impact.

Within our WBE community Builders will blog about and share these stories, then each month these incredible stories 

are gathered and put into a WBE Chronicle, with a new one each month - they are available below for all to 
enjoy and to learn firsthand that you really can make a difference and help change the world.  That's the basic with the 
GXM.

The Smile Studies or the SS is a little different.  After doing the GXM a few Builders suggested that we do something like 
this, a lot of the WBE training and the way people are able to accomplish so much so fast is our focus on understanding 
dialog, gaining compliance and becoming a Verbal Architect - the tongue can be a lethal weapon - So the Smile 
Studies are very simple; make a stranger smile, and share the story. 

Making others smile makes you smile, it builds dialog and compliance gaining skill, and it's a fact that billionaires 
smile more - so just by smiling more you can live a happier, richer life.  The SS are stories about helping the world 
smile more.

Okay so that's the GXM and SS if you have questions or feedback please leave them in the comments section or feel free 

to get in touch with me directly.  Thanks so much!”

Now here’s a quick note from one of our WBE 
Understudies, Andi Bee.  Among other things she helps
with the Chronicles (you’ll recognize her from the 
special Episode on the main page) and included below
is a transcript of the episode in case you had trouble 
following:

Andi Bee
Explains the WBE 
Public Service
Projects



Some helpful notes -

1.) As you go through the Chronicles there will sections of “blacked” out like this:

Certain sections are                       blacked out.

This is because of the nature of the discussions, mentions of names, places, “secrets”, etc. among 
Builders - within WBE there are hundreds or thousands of Models and training items referenced, the 
editors (often The Kids) go through the Chronicles and they decide on what to edit and the parts 
that non-Builders shouldn’t know.

The resulting Chronicles will still get the main messages across.

2.) Builder Lexicon - here are some abbreviations that will make more sense:

BC = Builder Camaraderie

GBB = God Bless the Badassery

BMF = Brilliant Mother Fu**er

LC = Lazy Cu**

TB = 19 Minute Time Blocks

There are others but that’s a good start.

3.) Builders wrote and shared ALL of these stories and The Kids 
from our business schools helped produce the Chronicles.
Imagine the time it took for Builders to carry out the challenges, then share their stories - they are 
the 1% that the 99% envy - and when we started our business schools it is THIS kind of activity and 
energy we wanted The Kids to be around.  And it’s being given to you.

Most people will spend their lives justifying their laziness, invalidating brilliance shared with them or 
somehow rationalizing their inactivity - please do NOT be like that - it’s not impressive and it’s not 
something to aspire to and the LC tax (opportunity cost) is endless.



To learn all about the WBE Project - and Business Badassery in general - you can go to

www.WeBuildEmpires.org 

To get for our Short Film Series:
“How to buy and sell companies
(that make you at least $10,000 - $30,000 a month)
with no money down, no credit checks and without leaving your house.”
You can ask for them here:

www.CaptainBad.com

http://www.CaptainBad.com
http://www.WeBuildEmpires.org
http://www.WeBuildEmpires.org
http://www.CaptainBad.com
http://www.CaptainBad.com


The GXM and SS are carried out by 
Builders and The Kids and they are 

done by invitation only.
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